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Matrixes of Risk and Alarm Levels in Rapid Flow
[ G. Ciaravino, C. Ciaravino ]
The present paper analyzes particular matrixes that,
although characterized by intrinsic limitations, can assess a
reduced number of simplified parameters in order to facilitate
an evaluation of the levels of risk and of attention in the
phenomena of slope instability concerning single Reference
Territorial Unities (RTU).

Abstract—The paper analyzes particular matrixes that
facilitate an evaluation of the levels of risk and alarm in
increasingly frequent and dangerous phenomena of rapid flow.
This increased frequency and hazard is related to climate change
and to environmental modifications caused by human
interventions. In particular the paper analyzes matrixes that, by
means of the assessment of a reduced number of simplified
parameters, makes it possible to evaluate the levels of risk and of
attention in the phenomena of slope instability. Finally the
importance of the instrumental monitoring of the RTU
(Reference Territorial Unities) is stressed in the context of civil
protection planning.

II.

The risk parameter is normally identified in the value of
the damage that may result in elements distinguished by a
given vulnerability to the occurrence of an event of given
hazard. Risk evaluation is thus a hierarchical assessment that
is not absolute but relative, since it is linked to the nature and
vulnerability of the various elements in play and also to the
particular event and its level of hazard. Therefore it is possible
to write the following equation:

Keywords—rapid flow, risk matrixes, alarm threshold, slope
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I.

Risk assessment matrixes

Introduction

The complex study of rapid flows (both debris and mud
flows) has increasingly attracted the attention of researchers
[1-11] and technicians because of the growing frequency and
hazard that this phenomenon has displayed in recent years
[12].
This increased frequency and hazard is in part due to
changes in the characteristics of the extreme events we have
witnessed (climate change) but, above all, it is related to
modifications in the hydrogeological and environmental
balance caused by human interventions.
Public authorities responsible for land management, on the
other hand, are interested in simple tools that can be easily
applied in both technical and administrative terms in order to:

R  H V  E

(1)

where (UNESCO definitions and hypothesis of limited spatial
propagation of the phenomenon):

1) identify areas at real and/or potential risk;

-

R is the Total Risk: expected number of lives lost,
persons injured, damage to property, or disruption of
economic activity due to a particular natural
phenomenon;

-

H is the Natural Hazard: probability of occurrence
within a specified period of time and within a given
area of a potentially damaging phenomenon;

-

V is the Vulnerability: degree of loss to a given
element or set of elements at risk resulting from the
occurrence of a natural phenomenon of a given
magnitude; it is expressed on a scale from 0 (no
damage) to 1 (total loss);

-

E is the Elements at Risk: population, properties,
economic activities, including public services at risk in
a given area; it is expressed, again under a simplified
hypothesis, on a scale from 0 to 1.

2) determine technical standards for the assessment and
design of structural and non-structural interventions for risk
mitigation;
3) set up alarm systems to integrate into civil protection
plans.

This hierarchy is normally based on the acknowledged
primary value of human life and, as a result, the risk
assessment matrixes are built on the interaction between the
level of Specific Risk P ( product H V : expected degree of
loss due to a particular natural phenomenon) and the exposed
anthropic elements E. Therefore various levels of Specific
Risk P and the anthropic elements E are identified in order to
obtain the level of Total Risk R. In particular, the following
four increasing levels of Specific Risk P (moderate, medium,
high, very high) can be determined for the RTU which are
homogeneous in terms of morphological and lithological
characteristics for the slope processes (Table 1 matrix):
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1) P1 (moderate), slopes characterized by factors
predisposing for low-intensity evolutionary phenomena,
medium-intensity inactive phenomena (inactive detrital mud
fan), or medium/high intensity and low magnitude phenomena
(very limited volume set in motion);

The matrix identifies the following levels of Total Risk R:
1) R1 (moderate risk), areas in which expected anthropic
and social damage is null, and the economic and
environmental damage is slight; in these areas only
phenomena of slight intensity and magnitude can be expected;

2) P2 (medium), slopes characterized by factors
predisposing for medium-intensity evolutionary phenomena
and high-intensity but medium magnitude phenomena;

2) R2 (medium risk), areas in which expected anthropic
damage is still null, but there may be slight damage to
buildings (without compromising their use), to network
infrastructure and roads (without jeopardizing their
functionality) and to the environment (without interrupting
economic activities); in these areas low-intensity phenomena
(setting even large volumes in motion) and medium intensity
and medium magnitude phenomena can be expected;

3) P3 (high), slopes characterized by factors predisposing
for high-intensity and high magnitude evolutionary
phenomena, inactive rapid mudflow, active slow mudflow,
slow mudflow supply area, quiescent mudflows, rapid flow
supply area in predominantly clay soils, rapid flow in
predominantly argillaceous marl soils;

3) R3 (high risk), areas where there is a possibility of
human injury (but without loss of lives), damage to buildings
(seriously compromising their use), to infrastructure (causing
reduced functionality), interruption of socio-economic
activities and significant damage to the environment; in these
areas high-intensity and medium magnitude events can be
expected;

4) P4 (very high), slopes characterized by rapid mudflow,
quiescent rapid mudflow, rapid mudflow supply areas, highintensity and high-magnitude phenomena.
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P4

H4

P2

P3

P4

P4

4) R4 (very high risk), areas in which there may be loss of
human life, serious damage to buildings (including collapse),
to infrastructure (with loss of functionality) and to the
environment, with the destruction of socio-economic
activities; in these areas events of high or very high intensity
and magnitude can be expected (rapid mudslides).

Table 1. Specific risk assessment matrix

III.

The Elements at Risk E is generally classified through the
following criteria:

A basic technical and administrative action lies in the
setting up of alarm systems that come into operation prior to
the occurrence of slide phenomena for use as part of civil
protection plans.
A number of predictive methods aiming to support such an
action have been proposed in recent years, the most innovative
and propitious of which appear to be those which combine soil
stability models with water infiltration and transport models
[13-17]:
A slope stability model is generally based on the validity
of Mohr-Coulomb's law which defines the soil's shear strength
τ:

1) E1 (0.25), environmental heritage with substantial
absence of anthropic infrastructure and activities;
2) E2 (0.50), scattered houses, network infrastructure and
roads (motorways, main roads and local roads);
3) E3 (0.75), towns, areas with production facilities and
important technological plants;
4) E4 (1.00), major cities and significant cultural heritage
sites.
The risk assessment matrix set up using the above Specific
Risk P and Elements at Risk E is shown in Table 2.
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Alarm threshold assessment
matrixes

  c    pW   tag
In this equation:
-

cτ is the soil's effective cohesion;

R4

-

σ is the normal stress;

R4

-

pW is the interstitial water pressure;

-

Φ is internal friction angle.

Table 2. Total risk assessment matrix
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Neglecting cτ (in favour of safety), the previous relation
yields [18]:

rainfall intensity, and a soil state and property parameter F, a
function of the h/z ratio. These parameters should be calibrated
to every single RTU (characterising the geometry and the
hydrological properties of the soil), which calls for specific
investigations.
Proceeding concisely (taking into account the values that
most frequently arise in events triggering displacement
phenomena on the slopes of basins in the Mediterranean), for
the matrix reported in Table 3, we can hypothesize assigning
the I parameter with the values I1, I2, I3 and I4, when the
rainfall intensity thresholds of 10, 20, 50 and 100 mm/h r are
respectively reached [18, 19].

S  g  z  cos  sin  S  g  z  cos2  W  g  h  cos2  tag (3)
In this equation:
-

ρS and ρw are the soil and water densities;

-

g is the acceleration due to gravity;

-

z is the height of the soil layer;

-

θ is the slope;

-

h is the groundwater level (with reference to z).

By obtaining the h/z ratio from this relation, instability
conditions are highlighted even in the event of unsaturated
soil:

h z  S W   1  tag tag.

(4)
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The more complex F parameter can be assigned the
following values as a preliminary step and in the absence of
specific assessments [20]:

S   tag  tag  tag :

1) the soil layer is stable if :

1  W

I2

Table 3. Alarm threshold assessment matrix

In particular, stability depends on the groundwater level
when:

1  W

I1

S   tag  tag  tag

and

h z  1  tag tag  S W

-

F1 corresponding to the ratio h/z < 0.25;

-

F2 corresponding to 0.25 ≤ h/z < 0.50;

-

F3 corresponding to 0.50 ≤ h/z < 0.75;

-

F4 corresponding to h/z ≥ 0.75.

2) the soil layer is unstable if :

1  W

IV.

S   tag  tag  tag

and

Discussion and further
observations

Use of this matrix is complementary to the installation, in
the single RTU, of monitoring instruments (rain gauges and
piezometers) which are needed (in addition to the
characterization of the soil's geometry and hydrological
properties) in order to calibrate the parameters I and F and to
define warning thresholds in the civil protection plan.
The utility of and necessity for monitoring instruments on
slopes in limit conditions are highlighted by the results
obtained in a piezoemetric and pluviometric measurements
campaign lasting five years and conducted on a sliding slope
stabilized by means of drainage operations (Fig. 1) [21].

h z  1  tag tag  S W .
It can also be noted that displacement processes are
triggered when rainfall causes the slope's surface layer to
become heavier and seepage determines neutral pressures that
cancel out the cohesion and friction forces.
It therefore appears to be initially useful to determine a
matrix for the assessment of a warning threshold A (further
subdivided into four fields, from moderate to very high) linked
to a weather event severity parameter I, a function of the
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Figure 1. Piezometric and pluviometric measurements
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[6]

Analysis of the measurements taken in this case has also
highlighted the considerable speed with which water levels
rise in the piezometers after the weather events (a particular
circumstance which is significant for stability and which may
elude predictive models).
In general, this phenomenon may be determined by the
presence of underground fissures, either pre-existing or which
may open up without there being any visible signs on the
slope; although they may appear to be closed on the surface,
these provide a preferential route for water to move up from
the subsoil and, therefore, give rise to instability which can
only be detected in advance by appropriate instrumentation.
V.

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

Conclusions

[11]
[12]

The methodological approach presented has made it
possible to propose a concise instrument comprising easy-touse matrixes and which is practical in technical and
administrative applications.
In conclusion, the main feature of these simplified
matrixes lies in:

[13]
[14]

1) subdividing the area into zones with differing risk
levels for technical and administrative purposes;

[15]

2) planning risk mitigation strategies by means of simple
and substantially objective tests;

[16]

3) determining the economic and financial investments
needed to safeguard the local area;

[17]

4) establishing guidelines and coordination strategies;
5) setting up warning systems with tests and
instrumentation that can be read in time scales that are
compatible with an alarm situation.

[18]

Analysis of some experimental on-site measurements has
highlighted the importance of linking these matrixes to
instrumental monitoring of the RTUs in order to achieve a
sound predictive action and to define specific parameters for
use in civil protection plans.

[19]

[20]
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